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Abstract:  
 

Cloud Computing is arguably one of the most discussed information technology topics in recent times. It 

presents many promising technological and economical opportunities. However, many customers remain 

reluctant to move their business IT infrastructure completely to \the Cloud\. One of the main concerns of 

customers is Cloud security and the threat of the unknown. Cloud Service Providers (CSP) encourage this 

perception by not letting their customers see what is behind their \virtual curtain\. A seldomly discussed, but in 

this regard highly relevant open issue is the ability to perform digital investigations.  intelligent  devices, the 

number of crime on them has increased rapidly in last decades, and  will  be  quicker  on  the  cloud computing  

environment  in future.  No  wall  is  wall  in  the  world.  We  should  enhance  the cloud computing not 

only at the aspect of precaution, but also at  the  aspect  of  dealing  with  the  security events to  defend  it 

from  crime activities. In  this  paper,  I  propose  a  approach which using logs model to building a forensic-

friendly system. Using  this model we  can  quickly gather information from cloud computing for some kinds 

of forensic purpose. 
 

Index Terms—Cloud computing, Digital Forensic; log; security , Data sharing & Security 
 

1 Introduction 

 

Cloud as a complex system based on virtualization is a target of a variety of attacks. The multitenancy model 

characterizing the Cloud often leads to security concerns related to insuf cient or insecure iso- lation among the 

tenants sharing the same physical resources. These concerns have been reinforced by researchers who have 

managed to violate the assumed secure isolation in the virtualized environ- ment by conducting sophisticated side-

channel attacks. The objective of the seminar is to focus  on  the  challenges  on  the  way  of  conducting  a side-

channel attack introduced by the virtualized environment, or more precisely investigating the differences    

between    the    attacks    deployed    in   a non-virtualized en- vironment and these conducted in a virtualized  

environment. Virtualization is  a  key technology  for  Cloud  computing.  It  is  supposed  to provide strong logical 

iso- lation for the virtual machines to guarantee their security. The  objective  of  the  seminar  is  to  dis-  cuss 

the     factors  that  influence  the  feasibility  of cache-based side-channel    attacks    in    the virtualized  multi-
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core  environment, focusing  on what   are   the   challenges   on   the   way   of conducting such an attack. 

Software as a Service (SaaS). Different type of delivery  model  provides  different  convenience. IaaS   just   

likes   server-hosting   services,   but consumers  do  not  need  pay  for  hardware  and maintain them  anymore. 

They  benefit much  from the    scalability    and  elasticity.   

PaaS  is  like service-hosting,  but  consumers  do  not  need  to worry about the servers out of working or not able 

to response  to  large  number  of  requests SaaS looks  like  the Representational  State  Transfer (REST)   

very   much,   and makes   consumers benefit      from      performance,      multi-tenancy architecture and many 

other features. 
 
 

2 Workflows 

 
A workflow is a depiction of a sequence of operations, declared as work of a person, work of a simple or complex  

mechanism,  work  of  a  group of persons, work of an organization of staff, or machines. Workflow may be seen 

as any abstraction of real work, segregated in workshare, work split or whatever types of ordering.  For control 

purposes, workflow  may  be  a  view  on  real  work  under  a chosen aspect, thus   serving   as   a   virtual 

representation of actual work. The flow being described  often  refers  to  a document that is being transferred from 

one step to another . 

A  workflow  is  a  model  to  represent  real  work for   further   assessment,   e.g.,   for   describing   a reliably 

repeatable  sequence  of  operations.  More abstractly,  a  workflow  is  a  pattern  of  activity enabled  by  a 

systematic organization of resources, defined  roles  and  mass,  energy  and  information flows, into a work 

process that can be documented and   learned.   And   to   those   huge   companies, there    are    benefits    too.  

Firstly,  they  can  more effectively use the computing power and   storage ability.  Secondly,  they  can  build  

their  own  e- ecological environment on cloud easily. 
 

 
 

3 Cloud Computing 
 

To IaaS, if the CSPs provide the suspected VMs, we can collection evidences exactly   as the   list, even 

better than in traditional. And if the CSPs don’t  provide  the  VMs,  we  can  apply  the  live forensics too  

and   Web Services. We term such a network   of   nodes   as   a cloud. An application based   on   such   

clouds   is   taken  as   a   cloud application   Basically   cloud   is   a metaphor  for internet           and   is   an   

abstraction    for the complex  infrastructure  it conceals. The main idea is  to  use  the  existing  infrastructure  in  

order  to bring all feasible services to the cloud and make it possible to access those services regardless of time 

and location.  Whether it’s called Cloud Computing or On-demand Computing, Software as a Service, or the 

Internet as Platform,  the  common  element is   a   shift   in   the   geography   of   computation. 

 

When    you    create    a  spreadsheet    with    the Google   Docs   service,   major   components   of the   software   

reside   on   unseen computers, whereabouts unknown, possibly scattered across continents. The shift from locally 

installed programs to cloud computing is just getting under way in earnest. Shrink- wrap   software   still 

dominates   the   market   and   is   not   about   to disappear,  but  the  focus  of  innovation indeed seems to be 

ascending into the clouds. Some substantial fraction  of   computing   activity   is migrating   away   from   the   

desktop   and   the corporate server room. The change will affect all levels of the computational   ecosystem,   from 

casual user  to  software  developer,  IT manager, even  hardware manufacturer. 

 

4 Related Works 

 
Cloud as a complex system based on virtualization is   a   target   of   a   variety   of   attacks.   The multitenancy 

model characterizing the Cloud often leads to security concerns related to insufficient or insecure isolation among 

the tenants sharing the same physical resources. These  concerns  have  been  reinforced  by researchers who have 

managed to violate the assumed   secure   isolation   in   the   virtualized environment    by    conducting    

sophisticated side-channel attacks. The objective of the seminar is to focus on the challenges on the way of 

conducting a side-channel attack introduced by the virtualized environment, or more   precisely investigating the 
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differences between the  attacks deployed in a non-virtualized environment and these conducted in a virtualized 

environment. Virtualization is a key technology for Cloud computing. It is supposed to provide strong logical iso- 

lation for the virtual machines to guarantee their security. However, recently different side-channel attacks have 

been demonstrated and have reinforced the security concerns related to the 

 

5 Proposed System 

 
Here we should keep another log locally and synchronously,  so  we  can  use  it  to  check  the activities on cloud 

while without the help of the CSPs. The content that would be recorded in the log files (the log files can be files or 

database) should be decided by the CSPs, but not the agent itself. That is to say the log files should be operated by a 

module created by the CSP. This is to make sure that the log files stored in local and in cloud are comparable. 

The local log module will use that information on the log record locally. Then we compare the local log  with  

the  log  files  that  are  maintained  in  the cloud, we can easily identify the fake users. 
 

Modules  
 
1.   User Registration 

 
2.   Admin Login 
 
3.   Account Blocking 
 
4.   Account Renewal 

 
5.   TTP (TRUSTED THIRD PARTY) LOGIN 
 
6.   CSP(CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER) LOGIN 7. 

 

LOG FILES 

 

3. Architecture of the system 
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6 Conclusions 
 
There is no doubt that Cloud Computing has various security   benefits   for   companies    which   under ordinary 

circumstances struggle with limited budgets for security resources. However, regarding digital forensics, the loss of 

control caused by Cloud environments and vendors presents a huge challenge for   investigators.    Preliminary    

ndings   of   the computer forensic community in the held of digital forensics have to be revised and adapted to the 

new environment. Investigators need the possibility of reconstructing the corresponding environment for recreating 

scenarios and test hypothesizes. In the fast uctuatig world of Cloud Computing, this is not possible anymore. 

Furthermore,  the question comes up what collateral data the investigator can identify and collect to help him prove or 

disprove the hypothesis. Is there any knowledge  about what the CSP logs and how long he keeps this information? 

Does the CSP vouch for the integrity of the evidential data? Currently, customers have to accept that evidential 

artifacts of digital investigations  in Cloud environments  will be unreliable and incomplete. 
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